The attribute "well-formed" is used homonymously in two different approaches to the study of musical tone relations. The present article explores commonalities and differences of the underlying theoretical ideas. Fred Lerdahl (2001) uses the attribute "wellformed" (in extension of the GTTM tradition) in order to formulate constraints for the constitution of the basic space as a context-sensitive stratification of the chromatic pitches into layers. Norman Carey and David Clampitt (1989) use the term in order to formulate a criterion to select music-theoretically relevant scales from the larger domain of generated scales. The appearance of pitch hierarchies is common to both approaches and thus provides a starting point for the discussion. There are two other theoretical aspects, which motivate the the comparison between the two approches: (a) the distinction between generic and specific intervals and (b) the duality between step interval patterns and fifth/fourth foldings in the theory of well-formed modes.
Introduction
For the successful investigation of common practice harmonic tonality several musictheoretical structures need to be understood in their interaction. These include in particular the following three: (1) major and minor triads, (2) the diatonic scale and (3) the chromatic scale. Fred Lerdahl's recent book Tonal Pitch Space (TPS) contributes to the discussion about this open problem. It addresses a concrete interface between music analysis and music theory and is predominantly dedicated to the purpose to extend and improve the analytical approach presented in the celebrated book Generative Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM) by Ray Jackendoff and Fred Lerdahl. The syntagmatic event hierarchies of GTTM-style analyses become complemented in TPS by paradigmatic pitch hierarchies, configuration spaces for harmonic trajectories and other objects. The pitch hierarchies elaborate a concrete solution to the above mentioned problem: The triads are embedded into the diatonic scale and the latter is embedded into the chromatic scale. Lerdahl provides numerous links to the music-theoretical and music-psychological discourse about the subject domain of tone-, chord-, and key relations. He also addresses and incorporates ideas from mathematical scale theory. This gives reason to recapitulate and compare the motivations and attitudes behind the cognitively oriented approach of TPS on the one hand and a recent transformational approach to scales and modes on the other. The present article has the purpose to highlight different attitudes behind two usages of the attribute well-formed in connection with the organization of musical pitch. The terms "well-formed formula" or "well-formed expression" are most common in connection with logical syntax and its application to grammar. Lerdahl (2001) uses the attribute "well-formed" (in extension of the GTTM tradition) in order to formulate constraints for the constitution of the basic space as a context-sensitive stratification of the chromatic pitches into layers. Norman Carey and David Clampitt (1989) use the term in order to formulate a criterion to select music-theoretically relevant scales from the larger domain of generated scales. In is not unlikely that both music-theoretical notions received inspiration from the logical and/or linguistic parlance. Nevertheless -within the domain of music theory proper -we are faced with either a casual or a provoked 1 homonymy. The reason to confront both concepts witch one another from a theoretical viewpoint is threefold:
(1) The appearance of pitch hierarchies is common to both approaches. In TPS they form an axiom from the outset and in well-formed scale theory they appear as a mathematical consequence of the definition of well-formed scale. Interestingly, both types of pitch hierarchy match Lerdahl's well-formedness conditions for the basic space and it is therefore possible to compare the logical dependency of both concepts. (2) The music-theoretical concept of scale step (in opposition to leap) is generalized in the construction of the basic space: Certain leaps (and possibly steps as well) on a lower level of the hierarchy become steps altogether on the next higher level. Despite that scale steps in well-formed scales are organized in a more strict combinatorial way, we find the same idea in well-formed scale theory: Single steps on higher hierarchical levels are composed of steps from lower hierarchical levels. Scales -understood as sequences of scale steps -embody a generic aspect which can be found in both approaches. Recall that Lerdahl anchors his basic space in Diana Deutsch and John Feroe's (1981) psychological model of embedded pitch alphabets, which embodies generic steps in terms of an iterated shift operation on each alphabet. Carey and Clampitt inherit the generic scale concept from John Clough and Gerald Myerson (1985) . In well-formed scale theory the generic level plays a central role for the formulation of the well-formedness condition: step order and generation order can be converted into each other by a symmetry. Lerdahl doesn't make the generic level explicit, but the anchor Deutsch and Feroe (1981) would make this desirable. We will show how the higher order maximally even sets by Clough and Douthett (1985) and Douthett (2008) provide an elegant way to fill this gap in the definition of the basic space.
(3) Both approaches (TPS and Carey&Clampitt (1989) ) study the diatonic scale as a layer in a concrete hierarchy. In both cases the respective hierarchy occupies a central position in the investigation. It is therefore particularly interesting to connect the music-theoretical interest in these examples with the respective approaches wherein they act as 'principal witnesses'. Figure 1 displays these two hierarchies. We call the left hierarchy, which is prominent in TPS the triadic stratification and the right hierarchy, which is prominent in Carey and Clampitt (1989) the modal stratification. While both hierarchies coincide with respect to their two top layers (octave, authentic division) and their two bottom layers (chromatic and diatonic), they differ with respect to the middle layers: a triadic layer in the triadic stratification opposed to a tetractys and a pentatonic layer in the modal stratification).
Figure 1
Two stratifications of the chromatic pitch collection. On the left side we see a configuration of the diatonic basic space from TPS. For the scope of this article it shall be called triadic stratification. On the right side we see a hierarchy of well-formed modes in the sense of Clampitt and Noll (2008) which is anchored in the theory of well-formed scales according to Carey and Clampitt (1989) . For the scope of this article it shall be called the modal stratification.
Why it is interesting to compare these hierarchies as such? There are two conflicting temptations:
(1) As the attributes triadic and modal suggest, one may be tempted to associate them with different constitutions of the diatonic system in connection with diachronic changes of the musical 'language'. The triadic stratification would be better adopted to the constitution of the diatonic scale in modern harmonic tonality, while the modal 2 stratification would be better adopted to the western music before 1600. Such a position finds tentative support in Carl Dahlhaus (1967) investigations on the origins of harmonic tonality. He asserts a change in the organization of tone relations of the diatonic system: "Bis zur Mitte des 16. Jahrhunderts wurde die Diatonik als System von unmittelbaren und indirekten Quintbeziehungen konstruiert: Aus einer Quintenkette von f bis h (f-cg-d-a-e-h), zusammengelegt in eine Oktave, resultiert die diatonische Skala. Dagegen beruht nach der Theorie der Dur-Moll-Tonalität die Diatonik auf einem Gerüst von drei Quinten, das durch Terzen ausgefüllt wird:
(2) The present article shall lead to a different temptation, which is nourished from the astonishing mathematical properties of the modal stratification. As these properties are not shared by the triadic stratification we are for theoretical reasons tempted to advise against an overhasty dispartment of the diachronic cognizance of these two models.
The most interesting aspect of this modal stratification is a duality between the binary step patterns on all levels and associated fifth/fourth foldings. This double articulation of the entire hierarchy relates to ideas by Jacques Handschin (1948) about the constitution of musical tone relations. In search of manifestations of the modal hierarchy within common practice harmonic tonality we summarize a recent approach by Karst de Jong and myself (2009) to Riemannian tonal functions in terms of scale degrees of tetractys modes (second level of the hierarchy).
Well-formedness Condition for the Basic Space
We begin with the observation that both hierarchies satisfy the well-formedness condition for the basic space (in the TPS terminology). Lerdahl distinguishes well-formedness conditions and preferential conditions for its constitution (see TPS, rule idex, p. 388). We recapitulate the wellformedness conditions:
A basic space must (1) consists of a closed group of pcs, with a single modulus operative at all levels (here the modulus is the octave) (2) be hierarchically organized such that (a) at the lowest level, intervals between adjacent pcs are equal (here it is the twelve semitones) (b) every pc above the lowest level is also a pc at all lower levels (c) a pc that is relatively stable at level L is also a pc at L + 1 (d) L + 1 has fewer pcs than L The condition (1) about the unifying role of the octave is a crucial point to be discussed in greater detail in Section 3. Mathematically the well-formedness conditions for the basic space says that the levels form a chain of proper set inclusions within the lowest level Zn.
We observe that both hierarchies satisfy the well-formedness condition of the basic space as long as the chromatic bottom layer is homogenous. One should clarify, the theory of wellformed scales does not require a homogenous chromatic scale. The generating fifth can be thought as a Pythagorean just fifth or it can be thought as a tempered one. The basic results of the theory are stable under small variations of the generator anyway. Thus, despite of this detail about homogeneity, the situations in figure 1 look quite comparable from a formal point of view. In Section 2 we come back to this detail in order to associate Lerdahl's homogeneity condition (2a) with a generic scale concept.
With respect to the requirements of harmonic tonality it is worthwhile to spend some attention to the stability condition (2b): "a pc that is relatively stable at level L is also a pc at L + 1". This formulation leaves it open whether Lerdahl intends to formally identify pitch stability with hierarchical inheritance. Otherwise the definition would presuppose a prior (not a priori) knowledge about relative stability among pitches. Such a situation can occur when a basic space is designed for the purpose to match empirical data. The particular case, when the triad in question is the tonic triad is in fact empirically supported by a geometrical pitch representation by Carol Krumhansl (1979) . It was extracted by multi-dimensional scaling from data representing tone-similarity judgements in a tonal context. There is a conceptual problem though with the interpretation of this data, as it (most likely) superposes two impacts on the stability of the root of the tonic triad. On the one hand this tone is stable as a root of a triad and on the other hand it is stable as the regional center. How one should represent the stability of the regional center when the configuration of the basic space represents a fifth degree V, for example? Lerdahl obviously discards the option to artificially add the regional center to the hierarchy. But this would be the only way in order to acknowledge this aspect of stability in accordance with the stability condition (2b). 3
Sideremark: In the framework of TPS there is another instance which embodies the stability of the regional center. The configurations of the basic space serve as points in a chordal/ regional space, where harmonic progressions can be studied according to a shortest path principle. It is the partially hierarchical definition of the distance between chords in different regions (TPS, p. 70: chord/region distance rule) which implicitly traces the stability of pivotregion centers through their involvement in the calculation of distances. However, several objections have been raised against chord/region distance rule (e.g. violation of the triangular inequality for metric spaces). In a more recent investigation Lerdahl and Krumhansl (2007) replace the chord/region distance rule by the chord distance rule (TPS, p. 60) in the context of empirical investigations. One wonders though whether the stability of regional centers is still traced in the model after this replacement.
Associated Generic Hierarchy
As already mentioned, there is a desire to include the generic description levels to the basic space in order to faithfully cover the concept of scale step on the various levels of the hierarchy. The left side of Figure 2 shows again three layers from the triadic stratification: the chromatic, the diatonic, and the triadic. 4 The generic/specific dichotomy (c.f. Clough & Myerson 1985) is in fact applicable to any set of pitch heights mod octave (or pseudo-octave) and can be used to investigate this set as a scale with regard to several criteria, including coherence, Myhill's property, maximal evenness, well-formedness etc. Here we wish to comment upon a particular construction by John Clough and Jack Douthett (1991) , which has been used more recently in a study of mechanical voice-leadings by Jack Douthett (2008) . This construction characterizes the diatonic scale as a maximally even subset of the chromatic scale and the diatonic triads as second order maximally even sets of the chromatic scale. The latter means that the diatonic triads themselves are (first order) maximally even subsets of the generic diatonic scale and become second order maximally even under the specifications of this generic scale within the chromatic scale. The right side of Figure 2 visualizes this construction. Let us -for a moment -identify the outer circle with the lowest level in Lerdahl's basic space. Then we get the following correspondence: The layers of Lerdahl's basic space consist of the outer chromatic circle together with the ends of the shorter and longer spider legs, whose lengths exemplify the hierarchical embedding. This circumstance relates to the preference condition (3) for the constitution of the basic space in TPS (see p. 389), which asks for maximal even distribution of pitch classes at a given level. A closer look shows that the triadic level actually fails to literally meet this constraint, but the concept of higher order maximally evenness would be an appropriate refinement of this condition. What makes this particular concept of higher order maximally evenness in the generic picture attractive, is the possibility to mechanically construct the outer generic scales from the inner ones. The spider legs visualize the graph of a mathematical function, which in mathematical music theory is called "J-function". It relates to the construction of mechanical words in the discipline called algebraic combinatorics on words. 6 Instead of playing the literal pitch embedding of the basic space in TPS off against the mechanical maximally even embedding of the homogenous levels of the pitch stroboscope we 5 When Jack Douthett uses the term stroboscope he refers to a lightening metaphor of the dynamical voice leading interpretation of this Figure. The mechanics of the spider-leg-shaped polygons turns continuous rotation of the inner circles at certain speeds into a kind of stroboscopic effect with the incoming ends on the outer circle.
propose to combine them both into one model, i.e. to associate every level of the basic space with a generic level:
(1) All layers of a basic space are considered as specific scales. The well-formedness conditions guarantee that they form a chain of inclusions, which defines the mode of access between them. (2) With every scale layer we associate in addition a homogenous generic scale of the same cardinality. The mode of access between them is provided through the Jfunction. The configuration of the generic circles should be chosen in such a way that the number of mismatches between the specific and generic subsets on the outer layers is being minimized.
Originally, Clough and Myerson (1985) speak of species when referring to the subsets of the diatonic subset {0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11} of the chromatic scale Z12 and they speak of genera when referring to the subsets of the homogenous diatonic scale Z7 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4,5 ,6}. In extension of these concepts one could of course apply the generic/specific dichotomy locally to every pair of successive layers within the stroboscope. But this is not our proposal here. These higher order maximally even sets shall be called higher order generic sets in order to distinguish them from their specific counterparts in the basic space.
A nice example for an actual mismatch between the specific and generic picture is given by Lerdahl's configuration of the basic space for fifth degree in minor. In two configurations of the basic space, for V and for vii o , the seventh degree 7^ of the scale is raised at the diatonic layer in conjunction with the triadic layer. This happens on the specific side. On the generic side, the situation remains to be a configuration of the stroboscope.
A clear distinction between the generic and specific level of description is necessary even in the TPS context in order to investigate coherence properties (see preference condition (3)).
Well-formed Generatedness and implied Duality
We have seen in Section 1 that the modal stratification meets Lerdahl's well-formedness requirements for the basic space. We have indicated in Section 2 that with each basic space we may associate a hierarchy of (higher order) generic scales in the sense of Clough and Douthett's (1991) higher order maximally even sets. Now we will investigate the wellformedness concept of Carey and Clampitt (1989) , which induces a particular family of basic spaces, whose pitch repertoires on each level are generated by a fixed interval modulo the octave in a well-formed way. In the context of a modal refinement of this hierarchy which takes octave differences into account, it turns out that the associated hierarchy of mutually embedded generic modes features a strictly dual hierarchy of fifth/fourth foldings (see Clampitt and Noll, 2008 ). Also on the specific level of description it is possible to detect this duality.
It is known at least since the middle ages that the diatonic scale forms a chain of fifths, up to folding into the ambitus of an octave. If one ignores the octave interval completely, the diatonic scale appears to be generated. Then it turns out to be an arithmetic sequence around the chroma circle. As we will argue further below, ignoring the octave is theoretically unnecessary and misleading. But in order to briefly recall the basic idea of well-formed scale theory in its original formulation we take this point of view for a moment. Generated scales (modulo the octave) give rise to two orderings. Its tones can be ordered in step order as well as in generation order. Hence, if the scale has n tones, one can construct permutations of the set {0, …, n-1} converting scale order into generation order and vice versa. The well-formedness condition says that this conversion should be a symmetry, a linear automorphism of the group residue classes Zn mod n, to be precise.
If the white-note diatonic scale is ordered generatorwise as F-C-G-D-A-E-B and stepwise as F-G-A-B-C-D-E we need
to convert the sequence (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) into (0, 2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5) which can be obtained by a multiplication by factor 2 modulo 7, which is the linear automorphism in this case. This symmetry induces a completely dual perspective on the diatonic scale, in which the roles of fifth and step are exchanged. 7 Instead of fully ignoring the octave we need to understand its double role in the constitution of the diatonic modes. On the one hand it serves as a "static" framing interval of the modes with respect to their step order and at the same time it is operative in the folding of the chain of fifths into that frame. Fifth up and fourth down differ by an octave. It is important to observe, that the augmented prime plays an analogous double role with regard to the chain of steps. It serves also as a framing interval for the tones with respect to their folding order and it is operative in the 'chaining' of steps into that frame. Whole step and half step differ by an augmented prime. Figure 3 displays the specific Lydian mode of the diatonic scale as a subset of the Pythagorean tone lattice.
Figure 3:
The Lydian mode has two projections, each of which gives rise to a well-formed scale. The step pattern along the pitch height axis is generated by the pitch height of the fifth modulo pitch height of the octave. The fifth/fourth folding along the pitch width axis is generated by the pitch width of the major step modulo pitch width of the augmented prime. The well-formedness condition implies that these are two sides of the same coin.
We add a minimum of mathematical explanation: The pitch height function is a linear form over the two-dimensional lattice and can be extended to the ambient 2-dimensional real vector space. The vertical axis is called pitch height and shows in the direction of the largest pitch height growth (i.e. the gradient of the pitch height form). The horizontal axis is called pitch width and shows in the direction of the constant pitch height level (the kernel of the pitch height form). The Lydian mode has thus two parallel projections onto these axes, respectively. The projection to the pitch height axis yields the familiar pitch height pattern of the Lydian mode. It is framed by the pitch height of the octave (F -F' ). The circle below shows the associated well-formed scale which is generated by the fifth height modulo the octave height. In full analogy, the projection to the pitch width axis yields the pitch width pattern of the Lydian mode. The framing interval is the pitch width of the augmented prime (F -F#). The circle below shows the associated well-formed scale which is generated by the width of the major step modulo width of the augmented prime. The associated "step order" of this pitch width scale is the "circle of fifths". But as a scale it comes in two "step sizes", as fifth up and fourth down differ by an octave.
Although these well-formed scales and foldings are situated on the specific level of description, they nevertheless they share a good deal of mechanical behaviour with the generic scales studied in Section 2.
Now we inspect the duality on the generic level of description. We take advantage from the algebraic combinatorics on words, in particular Christoffel-Duality and suitable extensions (see e.g. Berthé, de Luca, and Reutenauer 2008) . The step-interval pattern and the folding pattern of the Lydian mode (c.f. Figure 2 ) are aaab|aab and xy|xyxyy, respectively. The divisions of these words into two factors arise naturally from transformational considerations (see below). Figure 4 displays the underlying generic Ionian stratification together with the dual manifestations of these five layers. The generic step pattern hierarchy with its authentic division (left side of Figure 4 , as well as the fifth/fourth folding hierarchy = right side of Figure 4 ) can be built from scratch through transformations (Sturmian morphisms) 8 :
The associated foldings have their transformational expression through the following maps on ordered word pairs:
Observe that in the dual hierarchy there is no common framing interval for the foldings. It varies from layer to layer (major second, minor third, minor second, augmented prime, diminished second). 9 Instead the two folding intervals remain fixed throughout the hierarchy.
We see in the definitions of the transformations G and D and Γ and Δ as well as in the drawings of Figure 4 that the duality between step patterns and foldings also involves a duality between two kinds of transformation, namely substitutions (G and D on the left side) and concatenation (Γ and Δ on the right side). See Noll (2009) for details. Recall that an attractive aspect in the model of Deutsch and Feroe (1981) is the iterated shift operation on each alphabet. This idea is covered in the algebraic combinatorics on two-letter words through the shift operations in symbolic dynamics. The transformational approach to well-formed mode theory adds an elegant meta-language for the switch from layer to layer on both sides of the duality. 
Exploring the Duality
In this concluding section we present three arguments in favor of a ramified investigation of the duality, which naturally results from Carey and Clampitt's well-formedness condition. The first argument confirms a close connection between the mathematics of well-formed mode theory with theoretical concepts from the medieval and Renaissance periods. The second argument connects the organization of fundament progressions with the second layer of the modal hierarchy (tetractys modes) and thereby intends to undermine the assumption of an 'almighty' relevance of the triadic stratification of harmonic tonality. The third argument seeks a psychological anchor for this duality between step patterns and foldings.
Argument 1: Hexachord concatenation and diatonic modes
Guido's affinities, as discussed in the Micrologus are mathematically covered by the double periodicity of the hexachord aabaa. The periods are 3 (fourth) and 4 (fifths). This hexachord, as well as the hexachord concatenations aabaabaa and aabaaabaa are instances of central palindromes. These are doubly periodic words of maximal length (limiting cases for the theorem of Fine and Wilf). Algebraic combinatorics on words provides a close link between central palindromes and standard words, which are the prefixes associated with their periods. Authentic and plagal divisions of generalized Ionian modes are composed exactly by the two periods of a central palindrome. The authentic Ionian mode aaba|aab and the plagal hypoIonian mode aab|aaba are built from the two periods aaba and aab of the Guidonian hexachord. Similarly for the associated foldings: The folding of the hexachord yxyxy has the periods yx and yxyxy and yx|yxyxy is the folding of the authentic Ionian mode (see Figure 4 ). This provides a close connection between the diatonic modes on the one hand and the mnemotechnique of concatenated hexachords on the other. The transformational approach to modes gives high priority to division. Octave periodicity is part of this concept, but is does not occupy an extraordinary role as psycho-acoustic concept of chroma. For further details see Clampitt and Noll 2009. Carey and Clampitt (1989) mention the tonic-subdominant-dominant relationship as an instance of a well-formed scale. Later on, in the main body of that article, the so called structural scale is systematically analysed within the hierarchical listing of fifth-generated well-formed scales. However, the authors avoid a closer examination of the idea about a connection between functional harmony and the structural scale. Karst de Jong and Thomas Noll (2009 ) present a refinement of this idea in the context of well-formed mode theory. Recall that in the diatonic case (c.f Figure 4 ) one detects a duality between octave and augmented prime. The the case of the tetractys C-F-G-C' an analogous duality holds between octave and minor third. The folding pattern is F-C-G-D. The minor third is the alteration, which deforms the large step of this mode (the perfect fourth) into the small step (major second). This provides an alternative to Rameau's contiguity principle which explains admitted fundament progressions in terms of vertical triadic intervals. Likewise it provides an alternative to the explanatory role of the Riemannian and Neo-Riemannian triadic transformation R (= relative) for progressions like I -vi or IV -ii. Our account to root progressions is neutral with respect to the major and minor modes. Instead it is sensitive with regard to the three tetractys modes. Their foldings correspond to typical cadences and "turn arounds": I -IV -(II) -V -I (first mode), I -(VI) -II -V -I (second mode), and the more rare I -IV -VIIb -(V) -I (third mode).
Argument 2: Fundament Progressions and Tetractys Modes

Argument 3: Conjugated Variables Period and Frequency
How can the concept of duality between step patterns and foldings contribute the a psychological investigation of tone apperception? To begin with, it is good to recall the motivation and basic idea of Jacques Handschin's (1948) concept of tone character. The reception of this remarkable book was rather ungracious. In 1948, when the project of tone psychology already was considered to be outdated, Handschin attempted to reunify two diverging lines of thought which both departed from Hermann v. Helmholtz investigations into tone sensations: Carl Stumpf's project of tone psychology and Hugo Riemann's ideas on tone imagination. Handschin revisited several ideas from Guido and other medieval theorists in favor of a central idea about the constitution of tone relations which he offered as an introduction to tone psychology..This central idea is about the mutual crossing of two dimensions in tone relations: pitch height (the outer perceptual dimension) and tone character (the inner musical dimension). The particular quality of a scale degree -despite of its pitch height difference to other scale steps -is explained in terms of its position in a chain of fifths. In other words, quality is explained in terms of a quantity, namely a relative position of a 'kinship scale'. The duality between step patterns and foldings in Clampitt and Noll (2008) provides an elegant elaboration of this approach. So we are tempted to renew Handschin's question for a psychological anchor of this duality. Suppose we follow him in connecting pitch height with the trace of an outer perceptual dimension within tone relations and we connect pitch width (c.f. Figure 3) with an inner musical counterpart of this outer dimension. The particular interest in the involvement of a duality amounts to the assumption that the interdependence of the two sides is in a kind of balance. To paraphrase Herbart: The apperceiving musical mind meets perception half way. This idea of a duality between a perceptually given and a second constructed contribution to every tone relation does not meet the common expectations about musical cognition at first sight. Why should such a duality be at work? A possible answer could be connected to the minds competence to understand motion through dynamics. Hamiltonian dynamics is best understood through the canonical transformation of pairs of conjugated variables. A tentative answer can therefore be based on the following observation: The division of the folding of a diatonic mode into periods of 2 and 5 coincides with the frequencies of occurrence 2 and 5 of half steps and whole steps. Likewise we have a division into periods of lengths 4 and 3 in the step patters, which coincide with the frequencies of occurrence 4 and 3 of downward fourths and upward fifths in each folding of a diatonic mode. The term frequency (as frequency of letter occurrence) and period (as factor length in connection with periodity in words) should not be naively conflated with time-period and vibrational frequency in signal processing. Nevertheless it is interesting to mention two abstract connections. Recall that period and frequency are known to be conjugated variables in signal processing. And further take into consideration that Sturmian morphisms are in a way non-commutative refinements of special linear (canonical) transformations. This nourishes the speculation that musical mental activity could be based on a fundamental expertise in dynamics, which might be eventually reconstructed in the light of this abstract mathematical connections (see also Noll 2007) .
